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On a Class of Nonlinear Arithmetic Codes that Are Easy 
to Decode 
DAVID ~V[ANDELBAUM 
P.O. Box 645, Eatontown, New Jersey 07724 
Improved redundancy bounds  for a class of previously constructed non- 
l inear arithmetic mult iple-error correcting codes are derived. These codes are 
encoded by means  of the Chinese remainder theorem. It is shown that they can 
be s imply decoded by means of the Eucl idean algorithm for a slight increase in 
redundancy.  The  decoding procedure is suitable for a general purpose com- 
puter. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of different classes of arithmetic odes have previously been 
constructed for error protection. These codes use arithmetic operations, as 
differentiated from finite field codes, which are constructed using Galois 
fields. Most previous arithmetic codes were linear and cyclic (Massey 
and Garcia, 1972). However, a class of arithmetic odes that uses residue 
encoding were previously constructed (Mandelbaum, 1972a). These multiple- 
error-correcting codes are nonlinear and quite efficient. In this paper, it is 
shown that these codes can be constructed using less redundancy than was 
previously thought. Also, they can be decoded in a simple manner utilizing 
the Euclidean algorithm (Sugiyama et al., 1974a) that is also used for 
Goppa codes (Berlekamp, 1973). This necessitates using slightly more 
redundancy than the minimal amount. All operations are in ordinary 
arithmetic in any base. Thus, a general purpose computer can be used. 
These codes can be viewed as the arithmetic analog of a class of polynomial 
codes also generated by the Chinese remainder theorem (Mandelbaum, 1968) 
that contain the Goppa codes (Mandelbaum, 1975). Barsi and Maestrini (1974) 
have studied these codes from a different viewpoint but only for single-error 
correction. 
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2. ENCODING 
Let m 1 , m 2 ,..., ms be a set of distinct integers called moduli such that 
(mi ,  mj) = 1 for all i v~ j. Assume that mn> m,~_l > "'" > m2 ~ ml .  The 
least nonnegative remainder of X when divided by mi is called the residue 
of X modulo mi and will be denoted by K X l,,~- The n-tuple 
{x} - -  {1 x I~1, J x r~ ,..., [ x I~,} (1) 
is called the residue representation of 2(. [ X I~ is called the/th residue digit 
qz 
of X. Let M = ]-Ii=l ml • 
For any n-tuple {dl , d 2 ,..., dn} : -  D, where 0 ~< d i < mi there exists one 
and only one integer X such that 0 ~< X < M and I X 1,~ = di for all i. 
This result is the well-known Chinese remainder theorem for the integers. The 
integer X can be recaptured from the n-tuple {X} = {dl, d2 ,... , d~} by means 
of the equation: 
X = ~ (M/mi )  I z iai  I~  mod 21~ r, (2) 
i= l  
where (2~lzi)/mi ~ 1 rood mi • The integer zi  is unique and zi  < mi • See 
Szabo and Tanaka (1967) for details of the residue number system. 
In the coding system to be presented all messages will initially be of the 
form A • Y, where A Y < M and A is a constant such that (A,  rag) : 1 
for all i; that is, A is pairwise prime with every modulus. The number 
X = AY  is then encoded by (1) and this form, that is, the residues of X 
modulo the m i , iS then transmitted. A is called the generator of the code. The 
information that is sent is represented by Y and 0 ~< Y < [M/A]  = 
(M - -  I M [A)/A. 
I f  
{X)={jX l lmi , . . . , [X i l ,~  ..... IX ,  l~, = {al ,..., a~ ,..., a , )  
were transmitted, a single error in digit d~ would cause 
{x ' )  = {a l ,  4 .... , a/ , . . . ,  a , )  
to be received where d i' = d i @ ei mod m i . After X '  is operated upon by the 
transformation (2), the number X'  = X 4- (M [ ziei [~)/mi  ~ A Y -? (Mai ) /mi  
is obtained, where [ zie i ],~ < m i and a i = ] ziel [,~. Therefore, an error of 
e i in the ith residue digit of X will cause the additive er ror  Mai /m i in the 
original integer X = A Y after the transformation (2) is performed (where 
0 < ai < mi). 
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It should be noted that in general these codes are not linear, since if 
AY1 -l- AY2 = A(Y1 + Y2) > M, 
then AY 1 + AY2 = A(Y1 + Yz) -- M, which is not a multiple of A since 
(A, M)  = 1. 
I f  t errors occur then the number X '  will have the form 
t 
X'  = X + Z (Mai/m~) , 
9"=1 
where 0 < aij < mq.  Since a modulus, say, mi., may not be a prime, it 
may occur that an error in the i~ residue leads to a term 
Mai~ IViha~ Ma~ 
mtk hm~ m'. 
The value of the term remains the same after the common factors have been 
canceled in the error fraction. In the following it is assumed that all error 
fractions are reduced to lowest terms. 
3. SINGLE-ERROR CORRECTION 
We wish to establish the conditions under which an error in a single 
residue digit is corrected. Detection of any two errors implies the capability 
of correcting one error. I f  two errors occur, it is easy to see that the received 
number will be 
or  
where 
b=2 
or 
b=l  
or 
b=O 
X'  = AY  + M(ai/mi + ag./mj) mod M 
X'  = A Y + M(ai/mi + ag./mg.) --  bM, 
if 2M~AY-~MS<3M 
if M ~ AY  + MS < 2M 
if O~AY+MS<M,  
where S = (ai/m i + ag./mj) and S > 0. Thus, 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
X'  ~ M(S  --  b) rood A, (6) 
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where S --  b >/0.  I f  A > Smims then X '  ~ 0 mod A and two errors are 
detected. This implies single-error correction. This is the result obtained 
previously (Mandelbaum, 1972). However, better results may be obtained 
as follows. 
Consider two different errors occurring to numbers X = A Y and ~ -- A ~. 
The received numbers X '  and )~' are given by 
and 
X'  = A Y + M(ai/mi) 
2 '  = A fz + M(a/m~) rood M. 
(7) 
(8) 
Case 1. I f  both 
d Y + M(ai/m~) < M and A ~ -+- M(a/m~) < M, (9) 
then X '  ~- X '  mod A if and only if 
ai/m i ~ a /m s mod A. (10) 
Note that (d, M) = 1. Since (mi, A) = 1 for all i, we have 
aim s ~ asm i modA.  (11) 
Note that if the fraction ai/mi has a common factor, that is, ai/mi ~ cdi/dni, 
then (11) will be cdim s =~ cajrh~ modA since (c th i ,A)  = 1. Then the 
resulting equation 
dim s ~ a~h i mod A 
will be of the same form as (11) and (di, ~hi) = 1. As a result in the following 
it is assumed that all error fractions are in lowest terms. I f  A > aim s for all 
i ~ j (condition 1) then 
aim s ~ asm i (12) 
and ai = as, mi = mj , since (mi , ms) = 1, (ai , mi) = (a~., mj) = 1 implies 
ai divides a s and also as divides ai.  
Case 2. However, i fAY  + M(ai/mi) > M,  whi leA~ + M(a/ms)  < M,  
we have a different situation. Then 
x '  - -  A Y + i (a i /m3 - -  M 
- -  A Y --  M(mi  -- ai)/mi, (13) 
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while 2~' = AY + M(a/m~). Then X '  ~ X '  mod A if and only if 
--bdmi =-- a, lmj mod A, (14) 
where b i = mi --  ai • As a result 
him j + asm i ~ 0 rood A. (15) 
Since the only initial restriction on A is that £/ > max(aims) , i ~ j ,  it may no 
longer be true that 
It may be that 
bimj q- ajmi = 0. (16) 
bimj + ajmi ~- hA. 
Note that h = 1 since d > b~m s for all bi, ms • Now if the decoder assumes 
that an error - -Mbi lmi occurs, when actually the error Maj/ms occurred, 
then the decoder will attempt o correct _~' by subtracting --Mbi/rni and 
the result will be 
X" =- A !? + M(astrnj + bdm~) mod M 
= A# + M(A/mim~) --  cM (c ~ 1, 2) if A1? q- M(A/m~rns) > M. 
The inequality A1? + MA/mimj > M is ensured only i ra  > mimj for all i , j .  
Thus, this condition, which automatically contains the first condition 
A > max(aims), then yields: 
2"  ~ A 17 + M(A  --  cm,ms) 
mi1"ll j 
M(A -- cmims)/mim j mod A. 
Then the observation that 
(17) 
sAva  cmim j (where c = 1 or 2) (18) 
implies that XT" ~ 0 mod A, and so the error has not been corrected. Thus, 
the single error has not been corrected so far. Then we must solve the 
Diophantine quation 
biw + m~y = A. (19) 
A solution will be  w := mj, y = a i , which gives the correct error term 
(y /w)M,  which in turn is subtracted from X'  giving the error.free number 
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AY.  Such an equation can be solved by means of continued fractions. (See 
Section 5 for a brief description of the procedure). I f ( Y0, w0) is any solution 
to (19) then all other solutions are given by 
Y =yo+hbi  w-~w o -hm i, 
where k is any integer. The appropriate k can be determined quickly since the 
following conditions must hold for a correct solution 
0 <yo+kb i~mn- -  I O<w o-kmi~m~.  
A brief description for finding the correct (y,  w) from (y0,  %) is given in 
Section 5. 
Case 3. I f  both 
A Y q- M(ai/m~) > M and A ~ q- M(a~/m~) > 214, (20) 
then X '  = AY  q- M(a i -- mi)/mi and f f '  = AY  q- M(a~ -- my)/m~. I f  
X '  --= X '  mod A, then (ai -- mi)/mi =- (aj -- mi)/rn mod A and bi/m i =-- 
bj/rni rood A, where b~ =mk -- ak, k = i,.~ This is equivalent to Case 1. 
Thus we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. The code defined by (1) and X = A Y will correct single 
residue errors i f  A > mnm~_l , where (A, mi) = 1 for all i. 
This is the same result as obtained previously (Barsi and Maestrini, 1974). 
THEOREM 2. I f  there exist no terms ai, aj where 0 <~ ai ~ ml-x, 
0 <~ aj ~ mj_ 1 such that 
aimj @ a~m i -- A 
for all i, j, where 1 ~ i , j  ~ n, i ~ j then the code defined by (1) and X -~ AY  
will correct single residue errors i f  
A > max(aimj) = mn_l(m~ -- 1) where (A, mi) = 1 for all i, 
EXAMPLE 1. Let the m i be 3, 5, 7, 11. Then M= 1155 and 
A >m~mn_1 = 11"7=77.  Therefore, we choose A =79 so that 
(A, mi) = 1. We see that 4"11+7-5  =79 =A so that 5/11 
--4/7 mod 79. The numbers to be encoded in residues of mi have the 
form AY,  where 0 ~ Y ~< 14. Assume X = 2 • 79 = 158 is transmitted 
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in residue form {X} and {X') is received such that X '  = X 4- (5/ l l )M.  Then 
158 4- 1155(5/11) = 158 q- 525 = 683 ~ 51 rood 79. 
Yet if the decoder obtains the spurious term E = ( - -4 /7)M as the error 
term to be subtracted from X'  then the resultant number will be 
X ' .  (5 / l l )M  4- (4/7)M = 158 4- 525 4- 660 = 1343 
= 188 mod 1155 ~ 0 mod 79. 
Then the decoder proceeds to solve the equation 4w 4- 7y = 79 to obtain 
the appropriate solution w = 11, y = 5. Then the correct term is (5/11)M, 
which is subtracted from X '  to give the original number X. 
4. MULTIPLE-ERROR CORRECTION 
For double errors, an analysis imilar to that used for single errors can be 
followed. The analysis will not be fully detailed but will contain the important 
points. Double errors occurring to two different numbers X and X- will result 
in the received numbers: 
222' = X Y 4- M(ai/mi 4- aj/mj) 
2 '  = _/t? 4- M(ah/m ~ 4- aj:/mk) 
mod M 
(21) 
rood M. 
I f  A Y + M(ai/m~ + a~/mj) < M and d ~ 4- M(ah/m h + ak/m~) < M, then 
M(ai/m i @ a;/m;) ~ 3/I(atffml~ 4- al~/m~) rood A implies 
and 
ai/m i 4- aj/m~ ~ ah/ml~ + aT~mj~ rood A (22) 
(a,m; + ajmi) mhrn ~ ~ (a,,m k + adnh) mira; mod A (23) 
since (A, mi) = 1 for all i. I f  
_/I > max(mhmk(aim j 4- ajmi) (condition 1), (24) 
then (aimj q- a~mi) mhm k = (ahm~ 4:- a~rn~) rnimj, and finally, m h = mi, 
m~ ~- m; , ai " m~ + a~m i = at~ml~ + akin h since (mi , m;) = 1 and (ai, rni) = 1 
for all i, j. 
Other cases, as in Section 3, involved errors such that 
and 
(b - -  1)M ~ X + AY  + M(adm ~ + a/mj) < bM 
(d - -  1)M <~ 2 + A?  + M(ah/,nT~ + ak/mk) <dM,  
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where b, d = 1, 2, 3 and b =# d. For example, if b = 3 and d = 1 then 
X'  = d Y - -  M( (m i - -  ai)/m i @ (m~ --  aj)/mj)) 
and 
2 '  = A ~ -- /M(ah/mh @ ak/mk) 
X'  ~- X" mod A 
if and only if 
bi/m i @ bj/rn~ + aa/m h + a~/m k ~ 0 
where b i = - -a  i @ mi , bj = - -a j  -~- mj . 
Therefore, it may occur that 
blmsmhm ~ @ bjmirnkm ~@ ahm~mjm k + akm~mjm h = hA 
rood A,  
where h = 1 
(25) 
Let D = mnmn_lmn_2mn_ 3 . Then 
2m~mn_lm~_2m~_~ --  m~_2m~_3(mn + m~_ 0 > 2D - -  (2D/m,~_l) 
= 2D(1 - -  1/m~_l) 
by (24). 
I f  the error M(ah/ml~ @ ak/mk) occurs and the decoder chooses 
- -M(b i /m i + bj/mj) as the error then the resulting decoded number will be 
X"  = {./IY @ M(ah/m h @ ak/m k + bi/m i + b/mj)} rood M 
(26) 
X"  = A Y + (M(A  --  cmim~mhmk)/mim~mhm~). 
For the term inside the brackets on the right-hand side of (26) to 
be larger than M, so that c ~ 0 and .X-" ~ 0 mod A, it is necessary that 
A > mnm~_lmn_2mn_ 3 (condition 2). 
Then X"  ~-- M(A  --  cm')/m' ~ 0 rood A (where m' = mim~mhmk) since 
sA ~ cm' where c = 1, 2, 3 or 4. 
A Diophantine quation (25) must then be solved to obtain the correct error 
term. The other cases proceed the same way. Also, the case b = d can be 
treated the same way as Case 3 in Section 3. To help determine the value of A 
we set 
A*  = max(mhmk(aim ~ + a~mi), mnm,_lrn,~_2mn_a) 
= max(mnmk((mi - -  1) m~- + (mj - -  1) mi) , mnm,_lmn_~mn_a) 
max(2mim~mhm ~ -- mhml~(m i + mj), mnmn_lmn_2mn_a) 
~- max(2m~mn_lmn_2m~_ a - -  m~_2mn_3(m ~ + m~-l), m~m~-lm~-emn-~). 
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so that 2D(I - -  1~ran_l) > D if 1 - -  1/m,~_l > { or 1/m~_ 1 < ½, which is 
satisfied by a nontrivial double error correcting code. Then A*= 
2m~mn_lmn_zm~_a -- m,~_2mn_3(m ~ 4- ran_l) and A is a generator for a double 
error correcting code if A > A* and (A, mi) = 1 for all i. 
By the same reasoning the generator A for a triple error correcting code 
must be such that 
A > A* = 3mnmn_lmn_2mn_antn_4mn_ 5 
- -  mn_amn_amn_5(mnmn_l 4- mnrnn_ 2 4- mn_lmn_2). 
By similar reasoning the following is seen. 
THEOREM 3. The code defined by (1) and X = AY  where (A, ms) = 1 
for all i will correct errors if 
2~--1 2~--1 
A >t  I~ mn-1-- I~ m~- i (~ ~I mn-i) 
i~O i=t vEB i~B--v 
~2t--I  
and A > 11i=o mn-i where B ~- {0, 1, 2,..., t --  1}. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let the {mi} = {2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17}. Then 
7 
M=~mi=510,510  
i=l 
and the generator for a double error correcting code is given by 
A > max{7 • 11(16 • 13 + 12 - 17), 17 - 13 • 11 "7} 
= 7 • 11(16- 13 -t- 12" 17) = 31,724. 
I f  A = 31,727 then (A, mi) = 1 for all i. The number of numbers or words 
in the code is 15. This code is not efficient because the moduli are small. 
When the moduli are large and the code can be relatively long, the efficiency 
is fairly close to that of a maximal code although the length is shorter than the 
corresponding Reed-Solomon code. A practical situation would be the choice 
of primes for moduli that are close in value to 27 or 28. 
In the following section, the redundancy will be slightly increased for a t 
error correcting code so that a simplified decoding procedure would be 
applicable. 
643/3o/2-4 
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5. ERROR CORRECTION PROCEDURE 
The Euclidean algorithm can be used for simple decoding of these 
arithmetic odes in an analogous fashion to the decoding of finite-field Goppa 
codes (see Sugiyama et al., 1974a). 
The Euclidean algorithm is given as (Berlekamp, 1968): 
r 2 = aor_ 1 -~- r  o 
r_  1 ~ a i r  0 -~- r 1 
r o -~ a2r 1 -~ r 2 
. , .  
r i = ai+2ri+l + ri+2 
..° 
rn_  2 ~ anrn_  1 -j- 0 
0 < r_ 1 < r_2 
0 < r o < r_ 1 
O<r l<ro  
0 < r~ < r 1 
0 < rk+ 2 < rk+ 1 
0 < r n < rn_  1 
where r_ 2 and r_ 1 are given numbers. Also the following is defiaed 
Pk = a~Pk-1 + P~-2 
qk = akqk-i + qk-2 
where 
P-2 = 0, P-1 = 1, q-2 = 1, q-1 = 0. 
Then it can be shown that 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
and 
Thus, 
r i - l P i  + r ip i -1  ~ r_  u 
(30) 
Pi > Pi-1 
r i = ( - -  1 ) i+ l ( r _ lP i  - -  r zqi). (31) 
r i ~ ( - -  1) i+1 r _ lp  i mod r_  2 . (32) 
Now consider a t error-correcting code. I f  s (where s ~ t) errors have 
occurred the received number is 
where 
X'  = AY  + Ma/p, 
p -~ (-[ mij 
J=l 
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and 
a= ~ aik I- I mij 
kEB jeB--(k) 
where B = {1, 2,..., s} and aij < mi~. 
Note that a and p are relatively prime. (It is assumed that common factors 
have been removed from al/mij .) Then 
X' -~ Ma/p mod A 
=~ [ M IA I a/p lA modA.  
Since ] M ]~ is a unique constant for the code, so is ] 1/M ]A since (A, M) = 1 
where ] M ]A ] 1/M ]A ~ 1 rood A. Thus, S = I alp ]A can be found from X'.  
S is called the syndrome. S ~ ] X '  [A ] 1/M IA ~" a/p rood A is equivalent to 
pS =-- a rood A, (33) 
since (p, A) = 1. 
To utilize the Euclidean algorithm in a simple decoding method, the 
redundancy bound for a t error correcting code must be increased slightly. 
For a t-error correcting code the generator A must be such that 
2t-1 
A ~ A*  = amaxPmax,  (A, mi) = l ,  and A ~ ~I mn-i, 
i=0 
where amax is the largest possible numerator and pmax is the largest possible 
denominator achieved by any legitimate rror fraction a/p. Notice that this 
generator is greater or equal to the comparable generators of Sections 3 and 4 
t -,--T2t--1 ~-~2t-1 x 
since the latter generators are given by A > maxkamax 11i=~ mn_~, 111=o m~_i) 
such that (A, mi) = 1. The ratio of these generators 
for the case where 
and 
.2t--i 
Pmax//I~=t 7Yln--i t--1 /2t-1 
.= = i~=o mn--1/ iI~=t lnn-i 
2t--1 
amaxPmax > 1-[ mn-i 
i=0 
2t--1 2t--1 
amax ~ mn_ i > U mn-i 
i=t i=0 
which is the nontrivial situation for t >/2.  
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There exists at most two correctable rror fractions alp satisfying (33), 
one positive and one negative. To prove this, assume that there are two 
positive fractions a/p, a'/p' such that 
alp ~ a'/p' mod A. (34) 
This implies ap' ~ a'p rood A since p and p'  are relatively prime to A. Since 
by definition of A both sides of (34) are less than A, we have 
ap' -= a'p. (35) 
I f  the fractions alp and a'/p' each have common factors in the numerator and 
denominator, that is, 
alp = c /c!s; a ' /F = c' 'ldF 
then (35) becomes 
or  
@' = a~, 
where d and } are relatively prime and d' and ~6' are relatively prime. There- 
fore, } '  divides d'~b ut since 4' and fi' are relatively prime fi' divides }. By 
the same argument } divides }'  so that ~ ----- } '  and therefore ~ = 4'. Thus, 
the two error fractions would be cgt/cf) and c'gt/c'D and are therefore equal. 
A similar argument holds for negative rror fractions --diP. 
Another situation that may occur is if p and A have a common factor c. 
In this case p : -  ci6 and A = c2{. Then a ~-- cDs mod c2{ and therefore the 
integer a must have c as a factor in order that S be an integer modulo A 
(Griffen, 1954, p. 71). Thus, a = cd and cd =-cDS modc2{ which is 
equivalent o 
--= ~S mod 2{. (36) 
Now assume there exists another error fraction such thatp '  = kfi', A = k2{', 
and a' = p'S rood A. Then kd' ~ @'S rood k2{' which is equivalent to 
d' ~- ~6'S rood 2{'. (37) 
The two equations (36), (37) have a common unique S only if (2{, 2{') divides 
gt/~6 -- gd/D" (Griffen, 1954, p. 80). Now (2{, 2{')/> A/ck so that this condition 
requires that 
~/~ - -  ~'/~' ~- 0 mod A/ck 
or (38) 
@'  ~- ~'fi mod A/ck 
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since/~ and 2~' are relatively prime to A/ch. This implies that 
@' = ~'~ (39) 
since both sides of (38) are less than A/ck by definition o fd  and since a = cd, 
p = @, d' = kd', p'  = @'. Therefore, } '  divides ~/'/6 but since ~/' and/6' are 
relatively prime,/~' divides ib. By similar reasoning ~ divides } '  so that b = P' 
and therefore c/ ~-d' .  Thus, the error fractions a/p, a'/p' are the same. 
Analogous reasoning holds for negative rror fractions. 
Thus, for a given syndrome S where S < A there exist at most two error 
fractions a/p such that ap ~ amaxPmax and l a/p IA = S. One fraction is 
positive and one is negative. These two fractions, if both exist, are called 
the correct pair. 
Let r_ 2 ~ _/t and r_I ~ S. Then (32) becomes 
r~ ~ (--1) ~+1Sp, modd.  (40) 
which is a solution to (33). Then after obtaining rl and p~ using the iterative 
equations (27) and (28) such that pl is a product of moduli and r~ is not greater 
than the longest allowable numerator we set a = (--1) i+1 r~, p = Pi ; 
a/p = (_1)~+1 r,/p,. (41) 
I t  will be shown that one obtains an error fraction alp from the correct pair 
by using the Euclidean algorithm, that is, that one does not skip over one 
member of the correct pair in proceeding through the iterative steps (27). 
The terms r~ decrease with i and the terms Pi increase with i. I f  some ri_ 1 
is larger than the maximum allowable numerator 
t--1 t--1 
amax = 2 (mn-j -- 1) I-[ mn-, 
j=0 i 
of an error fraction, but r~ ~ amax then Pi is not greater than the maximum 
allowable denominator Pmax t-1 = Yh=0 mn_i of an error fraction. For if this is 
not true then 
ri_lpi + ripi_~ >/(amax q- 1)(pmax + 1) q- riPi-1 
/> amaxpmax -+- amax @ pmax q- 2 ~--- A'. 
The generator A is determined such that A > A* = amaxPmax. Let 
H = m~_,+l --  1 < a~aax + pmax q- 1, and consider the set of integers in the 
closed interval (amaxPwax + 1, amaxpmax q- H) = L The number of 
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multiples of m, in this interval I is given by [H/mJ, (1 ~ i ~< n --  t), since 
H > m~_t. Note that there are no multiples of mi (n >~ i >/n --  t + 1), 
in I since I-Iin=n_,+l mi is a factor ofpmax • Therefore, the number of multiples 
of all moduli in this interval is given by 
H- - " - t  n-, Then T <~ P-Li=l 1/mi . Then if H > H~i= 1 1/mi or 
~--t 
Z 1/m~ < 1 (42) 
there exists at least one integer A** in the interval I such that (A**, mi) ~- 1 
for all i. Then there exists a generator A satisfying 
A > max maxPmax ~ mn- 
i=0 
(43) 
where A ~ A**  < A', and (A, mi) = 1. Thus, we have a contradiction of 
(30) if one picks the code generator of least redundancy satisfying (43) and 
which is relatively prime with all moduli. 
I f  (--1) ~+1 r~/p, found from the algorithm (27) is such that 
[ X '  - -  (--1) ~+1Mr¢/pi ]u ~ 0 mod A 
or Pi is not a factor of M, then the equation 
riw + PiY = A (44) 
is used to obtain a solution (y, w) which yields a valid error term, that is, 
y ~ amax and w ~ pmax. The correct error fraction will be (- -1) iy/w. It  
is seen that (44) is equivalent to 
riw ~- A modpi .  (45) 
To  solve (45) for w reduce the equation if possible by dividing by the greatest 
common divisor c of r~, A and Pi to get ri'w ~ A'  mod Pi' where ri ~ cri', 
Pi = cpi', A = cA'. 
Let ri'/p i' be expressed as a simple continued fraction with an even number 
of quotients and let yx/xl be the next to the last convergent (Hardy and 
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Wright, 1960). This is possible since ri '  is prime top / .  Then r i ' x  I - -  P /Y l  = 1 
so that r i 'x  1 ~ 1 mod p'. Therefore 
r i 'w ~ A '  =- r /x lA '  
and since ri' is prime to Pi',  w = x lA '  and y is obtained from (44). We 
denote this solution by (Y0, w0). 
All solutions of (44) are given by y = Yo + kr i  and w = w o - -  kp i  where 
(Y0, %) is any solution and k is any integer, (Griffen, 1954, p. 19). 
The integer k can be determined quickly such that 
0 < Yo + kr i  <~ amax and 0 < w o - -  kp i  ~ pmax- (46) 
The error fraction is then (--1)i(y0 + kr i ) / (w o - -  kpi)  for the appropriate k. 
From the error correction properties of these codes, there is only one k that 
satisfies (46). The resultsy 0 > amax, w0 > pmax oryo,  w0 < 0 are impossible 
since the sign preceding k in the two equations (46) are different. I f  
0 < Yo ~'~ amax and 0 < w o ~ pmax then (Yo ,  %)  is the solution. Otherwise, 
one of the possibilities is that Y0 ~ 0 and w o > pmax • Let k o be the solution to 
and k o' be the solution to 
Yo + kor~ = 0 (47) 
Wo - -  k f fP i  = Pmax. (48) 
Then the correct k is given by k = max([ko] + 1, ko' ) if k o' is an integer or 
k = max([ko] + 1, [ko' ] + 1) if k o' is not an integer. Another case is where 
0 < Yo < amax and w o > Pmax. Then the correct solution is given by 
k = k o' if k o' is an integer, or k = [ko' ] + 1 if k o' is not an integer, where k o' 
is the solution of zv o - -  ko'Pi = Pmax. Other cases are similar. 
Thus, it is seen that if inequality (42) is satisfied for a given code, then this 
code can be uniquely and quickly decoded. It should be noted that (42) is 
a sufficient condition and there may be cases where (42) is not satisfied yet 
a generator satisfying (43) and lying in the interval I can be found. 
EXAMPLE 3. The moduli to be used are the same in Example 2, namely, 
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17. These moduli do not satisfy the sufficient condition of 
(38) yet the code generator A = 91057 for a double error correcting 
code satisfies 
A > Pmaxamax = (13)(17)(12" 17 + 13 " 16) = 91052 > (17)(13)(11)(7) 
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and (91057, m~)= 1. Suppose the double error M(16/17 + 12/13)= 
M(412/221) occurs. M(412/221) = 951720. Then  II 1/M ]A "951720 IA = 2474 
where the code constant ] I /M  ]~ has been determined by a Diophant ine 
equation, My ~ 1 rood A. Thus,  ] alp I~ = [ 412/221 IA = 2474. 
The  procedure using the Eucl idean algorithm is as follows: 
(1) r_ 2 = 91057; r_ 1 = 2474 
r 2 = aor_ 1 + ro 
or 91057 : 2474 a o + ro 
so ao : 36, r o : 1993 
Po = aoP-1 -{" P-~ : 36 + 0 - -  36. 
Thus  ro/Po : 1993/36 (too large). 
(2) r_ 1 : air o + rl 
or 2474 : 1993a~ + r~ 
soa l  = 1, r 1=481 
Pl = alPo + P-1 = 1 • 36 + 1 : 37 
Thus  rl/pl = 481/37 (too large). 
(3) r0 = a2rl + r2 
or 1993 : 481a~ + rz 
so as = 4, r2 = 69 
P2=a2p l+po:4"37+36=184 
and r~/p2 = 69/184 < amax/max 
so that ( - -1)  ~ rJp~ = --69/184. 
Now 184 is not a factor of M so that we must  solve the equation 
69w + 184y = 91057, 
which reduces to 3w + 8y = 3959. 
The  solution is given by (Y0, w0)= ( - -2 ,  1325), which is outside the 
limits of a legitimate rror fraction. Us ing (48) gives the equation 
1325 - -  ko'(184 ) = 221 
so that k 0' = 6 
while (47) becomes 
- -2  + k0(69 ) = 0 
or k 0 < 1 
so that k = 6 
and y = Yo + kr~ ---- - -2  + 6(69) ----- 412 
w = w o - -  kpl = 1325 - -  6(184) = 221 
which yields the correct error fraction ( - -1)  z 412/221 = 412/221. 
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6. CODES OVER GF(2) 
A code using the Chinese remainder theorem and a generator polynomial 
(Mandelbaum, 1968) is the polynomial analog of the arithmetic codes 
generated in Section 3. Here the generator is a polynomial A(x), usually 
prime, and the moduli, mi(x), are pairwise prime polynomials. These codes 
are maximal and contain the Goppa codes (NIandelbaum, 1975). In the 
Goppa codes, the moduli are of first degree m~(x) = x --  [3 i, where fi generates 
a finite field. If, however, the mi(x ) are polynomials over GF(2), then the 
Euclidean algorithm may also be used for very simple decoding. This may 
be proved in exactly the same way as with Goppa codes (Sugiyama, Hirasawa, 
and Namekawa, 1974a). These maximal codes can be used for multiple burst 
correction as are Reed-Solomon codes; however, they are of shorter length. 
On the other hand, decoding can be accomplished using only Boolean (mod 2) 
operations. A similar code using the Berlekamp algorithm (Berlekamp, 1968) 
for decoding has been reported (Mandelbaum, 1972b). 
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